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What do the percentages on the Hot Click report represent?
 
A. The number of clicks on a link divided by the total number of clicks for the delivery 
B. The number of unique clicks divided by the total number of unique opens for the delivery 
C. The number of unique clicks on a link divided by number delivered 
D. The number of total clicks on a link divided by number delivered 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: The percentages on the Hot Click report represent the number of clicks on a

link divided by the total number of clicks for the delivery. Therefore, option A is the correct

answer. 

The number of unique clicks divided by the total number of unique opens for the delivery is

the Click-Through Rate (CTR). 

The number of unique clicks on a link divided by number delivered is the Click-to-Delivered

Rate (CDR). 

The number of total clicks on a link divided by number delivered is the Click-to-Open Rate

(CTOR). 

 

 

 

 

 

What happens when there are multiple reviewers assigned to a delivery approval job?
 
A. The approval job is complete once a reviewer has responded 
B. Once all reviewers have responded, the approval job is completed by the Campaign
Manager 
C. The approval job is complete when all reviewers have responded 
D. Once a reviewer has responded, the approval job is completed by the Campaign
Manager 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: According to the web sources12, an Adobe Campaign Business Practitioner

should be able to create and manage campaigns, workflows, reports, and customer

journeys using Adobe solutions. 

Based on the web sources34, a delivery approval job is a process that allows a group of

operators to review and accept or reject a campaign before it is sent. By default, only the

first reply from the group is taken into account (except in the event of multiple approvals). 
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A business practitioner created a budget campaign template to control scheduled invoiced
marketing. After creating the campaign template and defining the job parameters (as
shown below), the business practitioner was unable to see the link to configure budget
details.
 

 
What should they configure to enable budget detail properties?
 
A. Activate Marketing Resources 
B. Activate Targeting and Workflows 
C. Activate Expenses and Objectives 
D. Activate Distributed Marketing 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: According to the Adobe Campaign Classic Business Practitioner Exam

Guide1, one of the tasks that you should be able to perform as an Adobe Campaign

Business Practitioner is to control costs. 

Adobe Campaign lets you control scheduled, committed and invoiced marketing costs and

to break them down by category using the Marketing Resource Management module1.

This module allows you to define budgets for your campaigns and programs, as well as

providers and stocks. 

To enable budget detail properties for a campaign template, you need to activate

the Expenses and Objectives option in Advanced campaign settings1. This option will

display a Budget tab in the campaign template where you can configure budget details
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such as cost entries, providers, stocks, etc. 

 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/mrm/controlling-

costs.html?lang=en 

 

 

 

When creating a new workflow, the operator wants to display the result of activities on their
outbound transitions, followed by the label of the result as defined in the activity properties.
 
Which is the correct method to enable this?
 
A. The Display progress information option 
B. Examining Task notifications in the tracking tab 
C. Viewing the workflow logs, once it has completed 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Adobe Campaign allows you to create and execute workflows that automate

various processes and tasks for your campaigns. You can also monitor and troubleshoot

workflows using different methods1. 

To display the result of activities on their outbound transitions, followed by the label of the

result as defined in the activity properties, you need to use the Display progress information

option. This option is available in the workflow properties (General tab) and it enables you

to view additional information on each transition such as number of records processed,

label of result, etc2. 

 

 

 

A business team is sending out a promotional email and would like to automatically send a
follow-up email two hours later to the recipients who did not open the initial email.
 
What are the workflow activities needed to do this?
 
A. Query, EmaiM. Wait, Fork, Email2, End 
B. Query, Email!, Wait, Enrichment, Email2, End 
C. Query, Emaill. Wait, Update Date, Email2, End 
D. Query, Email!, Wait, Segmentation, Email2, End 
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Answer: B

Explanation: To send a follow-up email two hours later to the recipients who did not open

the initial email, the workflow activities needed are: 
Query: Create a query to identify the recipients who did not open the initial email.
Email!: Create an email delivery activity to send the initial email.
Wait: Add a wait activity to wait for two hours.
Enrichment: Add an enrichment activity to update the delivery logs with the
delivery status.
Email2: Create a second email delivery activity to send the follow-up email.
End: Add an end activity to end the workflow.

https://www.indeed.com/career-advice/interviewing/email-follow-ups 
 

 

 

A business practitioner is creating three different activities:
 
1) Targeting a recipient with a specific email domain
 
2) Targeting recipients that are over 30 years old
 
3) Targeting deliveries with a delivery status equal to failed
 
The business practitioner attempts to combine the three results using the "Union" activity,
and they receive the following error: "The document types of inbound events are
incompatible (step 'Union'). Unable to perform the operation."
 
What is the cause for the error in the union activity?
 
A. Three different activities have a different number of rows and therefore cannot be
combined together 
B. Different types of the inbound transitions; email domain and delivery status are strings
and age is a numerical value 
C. The business practitioner forgot to configure the primary Union set of data in the activity 
D. Inbound transitions containing populations with heterogeneous targeting dimensions 
 

Answer: D

Explanation: The error in the Union activity is caused by D. Inbound transitions containing

populations with heterogeneous targeting dimensions1. 

The Union activity is used to combine two or more populations. The inbound transitions

must contain populations with the same targeting dimensions. In this case, the three

different activities have different targeting dimensions, which are email domain, age, and

delivery status. Therefore, the Union activity cannot combine the three results together2. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/automating-with-
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workflows/targeting-activities/union.html?lang=en 

 

 

 

A customer needs to create a web form, which collects and stores anonymous users'
email, First name, Last name, and color preferences, to an Adobe Campaign Classic
database.
 
What kind of structure should be used to save data coming from the web form?
 
A. Custom data schema linked to Recipient 
B. Custom data schema not linked to Recipient 
C. Custom attributes in Recipient data schema 
D. Default attributes in Recipient data schema 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: You can use a custom data schema linked to Recipient when you want to

store data in a separate table and link it to the recipient table1. 

 

 

A business practitioner needs to identify the total number of complaints for a given delivery
by domain.
 
What out-of-the-box report would provide this information?
 
A. URLs and click streams 
B. Tracking indicators 
C. Non-deliverables and bounces 
D. Hot clicks 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: According to the web sources123, Adobe Campaign provides several out-of-

the-box reports that can help analyze and represent data for different purposes. Some of

these reports are: 
URLs and click streams: This report shows the number of clicks on each URL
contained in a delivery, as well as the click stream for each recipient.
Tracking indicators: This report shows the main tracking indicators for a delivery,
such as opens, clicks, bounces, etc.
Non-deliverables and bounces: This report shows the number and type of non-
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deliverables and bounces for a delivery, as well as the breakdown by domain.
Hot clicks: This report shows a graphical representation of the clicks on each link
contained in a delivery.

 
Non-deliverables and bounces. This out-of-the-box report would provide information about
the total number of complaints for a given delivery by domain. 
 

 

 

In the Tracking Indicators report, which metric identifies how many of the targeted
recipients opened a delivery?
 
A. Sum of opens for the population reached 
B. Distinct opens for the population reached 
C. Distinct clicks for the population reached 
D. Recipient clicks for the population reached 
 

Answer: B

Explanation: The metric that identifies how many of the targeted recipients opened a

delivery in the Tracking Indicators report is Distinct opens for the population reached.

Therefore, option B is the correct answer. 

The other options are: 
Sum of opens for the population reached: This metric identifies the total number of
opens for the population reached.
Distinct clicks for the population reached: This metric identifies the total number of
clicks for the population reached.
Recipient clicks for the population reached: This metric identifies the total number
of clicks for the population reached, but only counts one click per recipient.

 

 

 

An Adobe Campaign business practitioner is getting the following error in a workflow built
by someone whose access for campaign instance has been revoked.
 
Error from workflow:(Campaign jobs(operationMgt))
 
BAS-010003 Unable to complete operation in current status.
 
WKF-560044 Error while sending notification with delivery template 'notify supervisor'
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Please refer to the delivery log ID 00000 for more information (object associated with the
 
workflow task).
 
After analyzing the error, the practitioner understands that the xml of the workflow below
needs to be updated:
 
process forecasted="0" login="xxxxx@xxxx.com" priority="0M processState="20"
startState="07
 
What change is needed to remove the error?
 
A. Replace the login with an active operator "user id + email" 
B. Replace the login with an active operator email 
C. Replace the login with an active operator "user id + name' 
D. Replace the login with an active operator name 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Adobe Campaign allows you to create and edit workflows using a graphical

interface or an XML editor. You can also view and modify the properties of a workflow,

such as its name, label, description, priority and login2. 

The login property of a workflow indicates the operator who created or scheduled the

workflow. It is used for security and notification purposes. If the operator’s access for the

campaign instance has been revoked, then the workflow may fail or generate errors3. 

To remove the error in your workflow, you need to replace the login property with an active

operator’s user ID and email address. The user ID and email address are separated by a

colon (:) in the XML code. For example: login=“1234:john.doe@example.com”. 

 

 

 

An Adobe business practitioner needs to export a report on user activities with various
reporting tools within Adobe Campaign. The business practitioner would like to know how
many times each report has been generated and how many unique users used it.
 
What is the best practice to accomplish this task?
 
A. Use Audit features available under Administratlon\Audit folder 
B. Use logins.log file in the nlserver syslogd module 
C. Use Delivery summary report available in Adobe Creative Cloud 
 

Answer: A

Explanation: Adobe Campaign provides several reporting tools that can help analyze and
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represent data for different purposes. Some of these tools are: 
Audit features: These features allow you to track and monitor user activities on
various objects and folders in Adobe Campaign, such as deliveries, workflows,
reports, etc. You can access them under Administration > Audit folder.
logins.log file: This file records all the login attempts to Adobe Campaign server,
including successful and failed logins. You can access it in the nlserver syslogd
module.
Delivery summary report: This report shows a summary of the delivery settings
and statistics, such as target population, subject line, sender name, etc. You can
access it in Adobe Creative Cloud.

This would allow you to export a report on user activities with various reporting tools within
Adobe Campaign. You would be able to see how many times each report has been
generated and how many unique users used it.  
 

 

 

A business practitioner wants to give one of the team members access to all pre-defined
filters, dashboards, and web application, regardless of users rights to folders. This must
include read, write, and delete data.
 
What is the right way to give access?
 
A. By selecting Propagate option 
B. By selecting Access Rights explicitly 
C. By selecting System Folder 
D. By selecting the Operators to the authorization field 
 

Answer: C

Explanation: By selecting System Folder. This is the right way to give access to all pre-

defined filters, dashboards, and web application, regardless of users rights to folders. This

also includes read, write, and delete data permissions for these objects. 

https://experienceleague.adobe.com/docs/campaign-classic/using/getting-

started/permissions/access-management.html?lang=en 

 

 

 

An Adobe Campaign business practitioner needs to access a specific set of data including
quarantined addresses, untargeted recipients, a specific age range, etc. on a regular basis.
Data can change but conditions will remain the same.
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